T- 5 FLuoRESCENT

Lighting options

ARIZON'S T- 5
HANG LIGHT
SYSTEM
Arizon’s T-5 high efficiency lighting system is an affordable upgrade from
traditional systems. Unlike metal halides that are prone to discoloration,
require several minutes to start up, and typically produce 75% light efficiency,
Arizon’s T-5 system offers long-lasting light that is evenly distributed throughout
the entire facility for an attractice, asthetically pleasing environment. This
system also significantly reduces energy consumption and overall operating
costs by using less energy to operate.

TECHNICAL SPECS:
Wattage

696 W

Input Current (Amps)

2.51 Amps @ 277V

Initial Lumens

37,440

Fixture Efficiency

91%

Depreciation

4%

Sound Rating

A

Non Passive Failure

No

Instant On/Off

Yes

Hour Rating

25,000

Power Factor

Greater than 98%

Color Rendering Index

85

Fixture Weight

26 lbs

ASK ABOUT RETRACTABLE LIGHTING

(800) 325-1303
11880 Dorsett Road,
St. Louis, MO 63043
ArizonBuildingSystems.com

Hang light systems are most frequently used in air-supported
buildings, as they provide the most efficient way to evenly
illuminate large, open-span spaces using indirect lighting. Arizon
is now offering retractable lighting systems to make maintaining
the suspended fixtures easy, enabling dome owners to lower
each fixture individually to either change, repair, or replace
fixtures without a scissor lift or any additional equipment.

Housing
20ga (0.032”) prepainted aluminum die
formed with sufficient
knockouts for
mounting & electrical
supply.

Finish
All parts are painted with
a smooth, glossy, highlyreflective white paint.

Construction
The solid body provides added
rigidity. The reflectors attach
with quarter-turn fasteners.
No tools are required for
reflector installation &
removal.

Reflector
Can be ordered with a 95%
specular 92% diffuse white enamel.
Substrate is 0.020” high quality
aluminum. The reflector profile is
optimized using computer analysis &
manufactured using CNC equipment.
a protective premask is applied to all
reflective surfaces.

Mounting
Fixture is designed for suspended
applications in air domes.

